
AL FARIS FORKLIFTS
16t with LOAD STABILIZER attachment

33t with COIL RAM attachment

SPECIAL PURPOSE

FORKLIFTS



Your Al Faris forklifts will always deliver what your operations require. With Power mode activated, operators will have the power 

necessary to go all-in at every instant and work with maximum productivity.

Our Cummins and Volvo engines are powerful, yet highly fuel efficient.

The variable pumps automatically sense the load in every operation and adjust the oil flow accordingly, allowing up to 40% faster lifting 

cycles while reducing fuel consumption. This will dramatically improve your productivity – depending on number of lift cycles. 

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY

OUR SPECIAL PURPOSE

AL FARIS FORKLIFTS

4 good reasons to choose

PRODUCTIVITY

Product quality, reliability and 

maneuvering precision allow operators to 

work with maximum productivity.

TRUST AND RELIABILITY

Al Faris is your trusted partner present in the 

MENA region with more than 3200 staff present 

globally.

TOTAL COST OF OPERATION

Cost-efficient to operate and use due to its 

adaptability, energy conversion and uptime.

ERGONOMICS AND SAFETY

Excellent visibility, low noise level, user-friendly 

adjustments, and more, ensure excellent 

ergonomics and safety.

FUEL-EFFICIENT ENGINE

The new tier 4 final compliant engines reduce fuel 

consumption by up to 5%*.

ECONOMY DRIVE MODE

Using Economy drive mode, fuel consumption is 

reduced by up to 15%*.

ENERGY EFFICIENT SYSTEMS

Optimized variable hydraulic system and variable cooling 

fan allows for savings up to 10%*.

INCREASED UPTIME

Longer service intervals and improved problem detection 

reduce downtime.

COST SAVING FEATURES
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33t with COIL RAM attachment

16t with LOAD STABILIZER attachment



PORTS & TERMINALS

Al Faris can support you with an offering that brings 

together the market’s widest equipment portfolio, 

proven and safe automation solutions and value-adding 

services delivered through our global network.

THE INDUSTRY BENCHMARK FOR CONTAINER TERMINALS.

INDUSTRY APPLICATION

STEEL INDUSTRY

Our heavy forklift is able to lift heavy metal coils easily 

when fitted with a coil ram, allowing you to move coils 

quicker and more efficiently around the foundry. It is also 

able to handle a range of heavy steel slabs and pipes.

RENEWABLE ENERGY INDUSTRY

Our new heavy forklifts, when working in tandem, will 

be able to lift, shift and load various sections that 

weigh in up to 33 tonnes. 

RIG SITES/OIL FIELDS & OTHER 

HEAVY INDUSTRIES

Flat, round or bulky – our new heavy forklifts, with a wide 

range of lifting attachments, will be able to handle all of 

your heavy lifting needs up to 33 tonnes.

METAL INDUSTRY

The metals processing industry has diverse and 

demanding requirements relating to the processing and 

transportation of metal in various forms, including pipes, 

slabs, coils, and liquid metals.

LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION

Our forklift solutions are designed to enable fast 

turnaround times and low operating costs.These reliable, 

proven machines combine excellent manoeuvrability and 

a cab that provides a safe and comfortable working 

environment for drivers.
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AL FARIS

SPECIAL PURPOSE FORKLIFT - 16t
with LOAD STABILIZER attachment

Al Faris forklifts offer greater total lifetime 

savings.  Each unit is designed, built and 

delivered to keep truck uptime and driver 

productivity levels high – and keep running, 

maintenance and lifetime costs low.

Al Faris forklifts contribute to safe driving, low accident rates as well as low operator misuse, abuse or accidents.

IMPROVED TRUCK SAFETY FEATURES

Al Faris forklifts help reduce the risk of accidents. It meets all current and emerging demands for operator health and safety.

SPEED LIMITATIONS

Al Faris can configure your forklift depending on your needs. Limitations can be set both in relation to lifting height and travel speed or 

in combination. In order to increase the safety in your operations.

FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM

In the unlikely event of a fire in the engine compartment the suppression system will automatically be activated to suppress the fire.

IMPROVING SAFETY AND OPERATING COSTS
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ATTACHMENTS

with LOAD STABILIZER 

attachment.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL FAN

A new cooling system improves 

uptime and operational reliability.

ECO DRIVE AXLE

A lower rpm and an optimised gear ratio 

lowers the fuel consumption by up to 20% 

and makes the machine quieter to operate 

without losing any performance.

TURNABLE DRIVER SEAT 180°

The rotatable seat is a perfect 

option when driving involves a lot 

of reversing.

HEAVY DUTY LIFT EQUIPMENT

Our long experience of extreme applications

all over the MENA region has gained us 

knowledge to optimize the use of our lifting 

equipment.

LOAD SENSING HYDRAULICS

The variable pumps automatically 

sense the load in every operation 

and adjust the oil flow accordingly.

FEATURES AND OPTIONS
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KEEPING YOU OPERATIONAL AT ALL TIMES

The new and intelligent control system ensures that operators are alerted as soon as 

something is wrong, or even risks becoming a problem. This means that many faults 

can be eliminated before they arise.

Safety always comes first. Al Faris makes every effort to offer machines that are safe to operate at every worksite. 

We ensure the driver’s environment in the cabin is optimal in regards to ergonomics, visibility and noise.

Our EGO cabin offers the ultimate in ergonomics. Numerous electronically operated adjustments allow the operator to customize his 

workplace.

PRIORITIZING SAFETY AND OPERATOR ERGONOMICS

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY

Your Al Faris forklift will always deliver what your operations require. With Power mode activated, operators will have the power 

necessary to go all-in at every instant and work with maximum productivity. Pushing it hard, while ensuring best-in-class

fine-maneuvering.

AL FARIS

HEAVY DUTY FORKLIFT - 33t
with COIL RAM attachment

This machine is designed especially for heavy cargo handling in industrial 

applications, such as steel and manufacturing industry, as well as ports and 

terminals.
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SPECIALISTS IN HEAVY LIFTING, HEAVY TRANSPORT & ENERGY SOLUTIONS

UAE TOLL FREE NUMBER: 800 CRANES / 800 272637

KSA TOLL FREE NUMBER: 9200 CRANE / 9200 27263

BAHRAIN TOLL FREE NUMBER: 800 08700

Office Locations

UAE

Abu Dhabi: 
T: +971 25825900
E: info.ad@alfarisuae.com

Hamriyah: 
T: +971 566960964 
E: hamriyah@alfarisuae.com

Fujairah: 
T: +971 505535108
E: fujairah@alfarisuae.com

Jebel Ali (JAFZA):
T: +971 48839606 
E: jafza@alfarisuae.com

HEAD OFFICE, DIC:
T: +971 44597600 

E: info@alfarisuae.com

Al Quoz (Energy): 
T: +971 43477225
E: EDService@alfarisuae.com

KSA

Jubail: 
T: +966 133626555 
E: sales@alfarisksa.com

Riyadh: 
T: +966 550934967
E: riyadhops@alfarisksa.com

Yanbu: 
T: +966 551536549
E: yanbu@alfarisksa.com

BAHRAIN

Sitra: 
T: +973 17737437
E: info@alfarisaisco.com

IRAQ

Khor Al Zubair Free Zone:
E: iraq@alfarisgroup.com


